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CD 2003 JASCO POSTERS

We are enclosing a few posters presented at CD2003 in Budapest by JASCO people.

First poster (next 16 pages, from 2 to 17) deals with new VCD instrument presented at exhibition; it shows the
concept behind and a few examples to evaluate overall performances.

Second poster (following 17 pages, from 18 to 34) is related to a new FDCD accessory presented also by Dr Nehira in
the first lecture section. While little is mentioned on the document, the substantial contribution by Columbia
University of New York, particularly of Prof. Nina Berova, should not be neglected.

The following posters are less important, but they were generated at JASCO Europe:

Third one (9 pages in total, from 35 to 43) shows the basic performances of a new CD spectrometer obtained putting
together two old machines (a J-200D and a J-500C) and modifying the whole in order to arrange a CD unit optimized
for a restricted VIS-NIR range. A custom made, low cost product.

Fourth one (from pag 44 to 51) is related to a new accessory arranged for reflectivity measurements.
In the past we presented (and published later on) diffuse reflectance CD, this time we talk of specular reflectance CD.
Poster attracted some attention: the key point will be to find suitable samples to test with.

Fifth one (pag 52-58) describe an attempt to build a simple automatic LD (linear dichroism) apparatus based on a
conventional low cost UV-VIS spectrophotometer. Overall result was negative, at least for the targeted purposes, but
experience will be valuable for further experiments we have in mind.

We apologize for the long-single file, but we hope you can easily extract the information you may wish.



IMPROVEMENT OF THE VCD SIGNALS ANDIMPROVEMENT OF THE VCD SIGNALS AND
SPECTRA EXPANDED TO THE HIGHSPECTRA EXPANDED TO THE HIGH

WAVENUMBERWAVENUMBER
Masayuki Watanabe, Jun Koshoubu, and Norio Wakimoto

JASCO corporation, 2967-5, Ishikawa-cho, Hachioji,  Tokyo 192-8537, Japan

Today, commercial VCD systems can provide CD spectra at fingerprint region round one hour.
On the other hand, remarkable progress in computer enables us to carry out the reliable molecular
orbital (MO) calculation on desk top easily for small molecules.   We can utilize them to compare
with observed one and determine the absolute configuration.

However, this is just an identification of absolute configuration.

In fact, infrared (IR) spectroscopy have been greatly contributed to the structure analysis by
handling each characteristic absorption band (CAB) of functional groups. Considering these fact,
we are sure that offering the CD property of the target CABs will really contribute to the structural
analysis of the molecules.



For CD Measurement of CABs of Functional GroupsFor CD Measurement of CABs of Functional Groups

1. 1. Functional groupsFunctional groups and these CABs and these CABs

� � C=O: 1550 – 1870 cm-1,  C=C: 1450 – 1600cm-1

    � C–H: ~3000cm-1 ��  ,   O–H: 3200 – 4000cm-1 

2.2.  To achieve this;To achieve this;
�1. requires simply to expand the wavenumber regions to the higher regions.
�2. applying proper PEM driving power for the higher wavenumber should be considered.
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CD signal is expressed as, 

Relatively higher
wavenumber region

The modulation(δ0 ) which makes J1(4πδ0 ) maximum gives maximum efficiency for CD
measurement. The δ0  is related to �n0�d/�, and higherν (=1/λ) permits smaller ∆n0 i.e. lower voltage
of PEM driving power.  It reduces a risk of PEM crystal being broken by overvoltage.



When we specify the functional group by experimental analysis,   we can limit
wavenumber region for measurement to be narrow by using a band-pass filter.
It  provides the following advantages;

1) allows to use the most suitable detector having best sensitivity at the wavenumber.

2) allows to cut wavenumbers being not participating for CD signal and it contribute to
improve sensitivity remarkably.

3) allows to apply the most suitable PEM driving power which contributes to  improve
sensitivity and to reduce artifact.

4) allows to expand a wide choice of usable solvents.

Limiting Limiting WavenumberWavenumber Region Provides Several Region Provides Several
AdvantagesAdvantages



Choice of Optimum Detector ObviouslyChoice of Optimum Detector Obviously
ProvidesProvides

Higher SensitivityHigher Sensitivity
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    We will show it with simple model. 
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      Limiting Limiting WavenumberWavenumber Region Contributes Region Contributes
      to Improve Sensitivity.      to Improve Sensitivity.
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Optimizing PEM Driving Power Voltage ContributesOptimizing PEM Driving Power Voltage Contributes
to Improve Sensitivity & to Reduce Artifactto Improve Sensitivity & to Reduce Artifact
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When a sample has not only CD but also LD, LB, CB, the detected signal can be expressed
as

When we neglect the 2-nd order minute or the higher terms, the signal still has terms
originated from LD.

Optimum voltage of PEM driving power which maximize J1(4πδ0) can reduce the 3-rd
term, and it will also contribute to reduce artifact.



Limiting Limiting WavenumberWavenumber Region Region
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Characteristic Absorption BandCharacteristic Absorption Band
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Fingerprint RegionFingerprint Region
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Calculated VCD Spectrum I : CamphorCalculated VCD Spectrum I : Camphor

Resolution : 4 cm-1

Scan times : 20 min
Salvation : CCl4
Path length : 50 µm
Temp. :   room

Resolution: 6.7  cm-1

Method: B3LYP/6-31G*
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Calc.Calc.
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Calculated VCD Spectrum II : Calculated VCD Spectrum II : PinenePinene

Resolution : 4 cm-1

Scan times : 20 min
Salvation : Neat
�Path length : 50 µm
�Temp. :   room

Resolution: 8.9  cm-1

Method: B3LYP/6-311G*

Exp.Exp.

Calc.Calc.
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Calculated VCD Spectrum III : Calculated VCD Spectrum III : FenchoneFenchone
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More Practical ApplicationMore Practical Application

I.  MeasurementI.  Measurement
i.  Method � : Nujour  method
ii. Scan time :  2hours
iii. Resolution : 4 cm-1

II. CalculationII. Calculation
��i. Calc. of energy minimum structures.
   ���� simplified model 2 :

� benzene and ester parts were supposed to be planar.
   ���� twisting about ξ and ζ.

��ii. VCD calculation
   ���� Dihedral angles ξ and ζ obtained
��  � �  from step i  were  used as  initial
��  �   �structure.

��iii. Estimated by B3LYP/6-31G** calculation.
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Possible Conformations Obtained by the Theoretical CalculationPossible Conformations Obtained by the Theoretical Calculation
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Calculated VCD and Experimental VCD SpectraCalculated VCD and Experimental VCD Spectra
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Summary 

• We have tuned our commercial VCD instrument to be applicable
       to CD measurement of characteristic absorption bands of    functional groups.

• It allows us to improve the sensitivity remarkably.

3.     It succeeded to give good VCD spectra corresponding to
        C=O, C=C, and C-H groups.

4.     It also showed good VCD spectra in fingerprint region.

We expect our VCD model to contribute very much 
as an instrument for structural analysis of absolute configuration. 



DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF
A HIGHLY SENSITIVE FDCD

ATTACHMENT
CONTAINING AN ELLIPSOIDAL

MIRROR
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FDCD;Various Light-Collecting Methods

PMT

Excitation Light

Sample

0°Collection

Filter

Sample
PMT

Excitation Light

Emission

Ellipsoidal Mirror

Ellipsoidal Mirror

PMT

Excitation Light

Emission

Sample

90°Collection
(1-PMT)

PMT

Sample

90°Collection
(2-PMT)

Excitation Light



JASCO Present FDCD Accessories

FDCD-405                           �PFD-425

Cell can be automatically thermostated
by Peltier devices

Cell
Filter

PMT

Excitation
Light

Excitation
Light

Cell Holder Filter

Focusing Lens
       in Cylinder

90°Collection 90°Collection

Polarizer

FDCD405 can be equipped with
Polarizer to eliminate Artifact,
though it sacrifices sensitivity



   New JASCO FDCD-465

Elliptic cylinder  mirror

Overview

PMT

Cell

Filter

Close-up

Cut Plate

Elliptical Mirror
Excitation
 Light

FDCD465 has a distinctive structure
with one Elliptical Mirror sandwiched
between two Plane Mirrors



     Cylindrical Cell & Balancing Masks

Balancing Masks

Rear view

      Cylindrical Cell

Front view

Back: Cell Length 1cm

Front: Cell Length 2cm
          (absorption CD)

2.5      3.0       3.5      4.0      4.5

5.0   5.5    6.0   6.5    7.0

Masks (mm)



Sample:Fluorescein Na, 1 ppm / H2O�

  Light Collection Efficiencies
                 of JASCO FDCD Attachment

FDCD465
FDCD405 no polarizer

FDCD405 polarizer=90º
PFD425

* Bench Mark: FDCD405

Attachment Efficiency

FDCD465

FDCD465 Masked
FDCD405

FDCD405
P=90°
PFD425
PFD425 P=90°

x3.5

~x2.5
1*

~x0.12

x0.12

~x0.018

DC Level reflects Emission Intensity

high

low
Emission 
Intensity



 Ellipsoidal Mirror Attachments:
                     JASCO and Bicknese’s

Sample:L-tryptophan 25 ppm/H2O �������
JASCO;J-820, Bicknese;J-600
SBW=1nm, HT=Automatic

HT-Voltage reflects Emission Intensity

high

low

Ellipsoidal Mirror
   FDCD465
   S.E.Bicknese’s1)

         (1987)

Light-Collecting Method

Emission 
Intensity

90°Collection
   PFD425
   FDCD405

1) Rev.Sci.Instrum.58(11)2060-2063(1987)

Simpler JASCO shows
    equivalent efficiency to Bicknese’s



�Comparison of S/N Ratio

Sample: Quinine sulfate, 100 ppb / 50 mmol/L H2SO4
J-820: SBW=4nm, Res=2sec, Acc=8; Filter=Hoya L42

PFD425
HT=780V

FDCD405
HT=620V

FDCD465
HT=560V



 Fluorescence Polarizations(PF)
                          and FDCD Artifacts
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Sample:RS-1,1’-Bi-2-Naphthol 0.4ppm

FDCD405: no Polarizer FDCD465: no Mask

Glycerin Glycerin : EG=1:1Ethylene glycol(EG)Solvent:

Filter�Hoya UV35

P F

Large Artifact

Small 
 residual PF�

Small 
   Artifact

Large  PF�

PF correlate FDCD Artifacts



How Balancing Masks Work ?

  Balancing Masks regulate the polarization balanceBalancing Masks regulate the polarization balance

PMT

Balancing Masks

F-x

F+x

F-y

F+y

Loss of polarization balance
results in Residual Polarization

leads to FDCD Artifact.

Fx+F-x≠Fy+F-y

small artifact

No mask Optimal Balancing Masks
Fx+F-x�Fy+F-y

no artifact
or

negligible



Effect of Balancing Masks
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Sample:RS-1,1’-Bi-2-Naphthol 4ppm
             / 99.9% Glycerin(0.1% EG)
Filter=Hoya UV35

No Mask
4.5mm×1

6.0mm×2
5.0mm×2

Width of Balancing Mask

Optimal Balancing Masks
  reduce Residual PF to negligible

       Artifact                 negligible

Optimal width of Balancing Masks

               depend on the wavelength

FDCD465: with/without Masks



PF

  Correlation between PF and Artifacts
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PF and Artifact-spectra Correlation between PF and Artifact

Sample;Fluorescein Na, 8ppm / Ethylene Glycol
FDCD405 P=0°



  JASCO Software enables to
        estimate Artifact from observed PF

Artifact / PF
(Fluorescein Na,8ppm/EG)
Cauchy’s dispersion formula
= A+B/�2+C/�4…

Fart��n � A+B/�2+C/�4…

Artifact-Estimation factor

Art(calc):  Calculated FDCD-
                Artifact(mdeg) of Sample

PF          :  Degree of Fluorescence
                 Polarization of Sample

Fart         :  Artifact-Estimation-Factor
                 calculated from Fluorescein Na
                  in Ethylene Glycol

Art(calc)=PF×Fart
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FDCD and Art(calc) of 1,1’-Bi-2-Naphthol

FDCD405; no Polarizer

R

S RS

Art(calc)

Sample:RS-1,1’-Bi-2-Naphthol 0.4ppm / Glycerin
Filter=Hoya UV35

R

S

RS

Art(calc)

FDCD465; with Masks(5.5mm×2)



Accuracy of Artifact-Correction on FDCD465

FDCD405; no Polarizer FDCD465; with masks(5.5mm×2)

Sample:R- and S-1,1’-Bi-2-Naphthol 0.4ppm / Glycerin
Artifact-Corrected R Artifact-Corrected STheoretical R Theoretical S

Curves from Artifact-Correction on FDCD465 perfectly fit theoretical FDCD curves*,
                                         while those on FDCD405 do not

*Theoretical FDCD are calculated from UV and CD



      JASCO FDCD Attachments

Contents FDCD465 PFD425

Theoretical
sensitivity

×3.5 ×0.12
+mask ~×2.5 +P=90°~×0.018

Artifact Small
+mask negligible

large
+P=90°Reduced

Photoselection not observed Influenced

Temperature
control not available

FDCD405

1
+P=90°~×0.12

large
+P=90°Reduced

Influenced

Circulating-type
(water bath) Peltier-type

New



                     Conclusion

1. Superior S/N ratio

2. Artifact-free observation of FDCD

3. Compatible with JASCOJ-Series

4. Easy Handling

New Ellipsoidal FDCD465New Ellipsoidal FDCD465
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PURPOSE OF THE JOB

Chromophore binding proteins like plant and bacterial photoreceptors can be
efficiently studied by CD spectroscopy123.
The VIS and NIR part of the spectra is, for these samples, rich of important
information.
As a matter of fact however the standard CD spectrometers commercially available
are far from ideal for the above applications, since generally based on prism
monochromators with poor efficiency toward the NIR. In addition the short arc Xe
sources used in commercial units, while very bright and properly emitting all over the
range, have strong/sharp emission bands over 700nm.
These may be somehow compensated using dynode feedback on the photomultiplier
tube and employing rather large slitwidths, but are giving troubles using Si and
InGaAs diodes, which are suitable detectors for the VIS and NIR range.

We decided therefore to arrange a dedicated spectrometer using components already
available, namely:
-optical bench from a Jasco J-200D (halogen source/grating monochromator NIR CD
 commercial unit of the early 80’s)
-electronics from a J-500 (a conventional UV-VIS CD of same age)

We expect that these notes may stimulate (if a market would exist) the development
of commercial dedicated units for the application.

                                                          
1 Morisonotto T., Castelletti S., Breton J., Bassi R., Croce R., JBC, Vol 277, No 39, 2002, 36253
2 Cseh Z., Rajagopal S., Tsonev T., Busheva M., Papp E., Garab G., Biochem., 39, 2000, 15250
3 Boxer S.G., Wright K.A., JACS, 101:22, 1979, 6791



OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Standard J-810 modified J-200D
Light source 150W Xe lamp 150W halogen lamp

Monochromator double single
Czerny Turner mount Littrow mount

Dispersive elements polarizing quartz prism plane grating
(600l/mm 500nm blaze)
(300l/mm 900nm blaze original)

Focal length 25cm 40cm

Linear dispersion wavelength dependant 4nm/mm
(≈ 0.3 to 100 nm/mm) (8nm/mm original)

Numerical aperture f/8.3 f/8
(f/7.5 original)

Slits 0-3mm 0-5mm

Nominal bandpass 0.1 – 15nm 0.2 – 20nm
(software selection) (manual selection)

Wavelength range 163-1100nm 400-1200nm

Stray light < 3 10-6 < 10-4

Polarizer none Glan-Taylor

PEM                               quartz 50Khz

Detectors R376, 163-850nm R-376, 400-850nm
(R-316, 400-1100nm) R-316 (400-1200nm)

(R-2228,400-900nm)
(InGaAs diode,800-1200nm)



AN ESTIMATION OF RELATIVE
LAMP/MONOCHROMATOR EFFICIENCY

To compare light flux of this modified J-200D (with the original and with the new
gratings) with that of a modern, conventional, unit we carried comparative tests using
a new Jasco J-810. As a detector we used a simple assy composed by a Si diode
(HTV S1336) with a quartz focussing lens and a DC preamplifier compatible with
Jasco spectrometers, with which we collected the DC spectra.

Three spectra have been collected with 1.5nm nominal bandpass:
-full J-810
-dotted J-200D with original grating (blazed in the NIR)
-chain J-200D with new grating (blazed in the VIS)
For the J-200D the shape is close as expected, this can be easily verified overlapping
the relevant Si response (full line, arbitrary scale).

With original grating efficiency drops below 600nm (mainly due to grating blaze
wavelength), with new grating some losses have to be accepted over 900nm.
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What’s not normal is the response from J-810.
The sharp emission lines of the Xe source are expected, but energy in the VIS-NIR
seems higher than forecasted. However there is a good reason for it: despite the fact
that a 1.5nm bandwidth was selected, the minimum allowed slitwidth is 30µm.
Slitwidths of J-810 double prism monochromator to give constant 1nm bandpass are:

10 µm at 1000nm
11 µm at 900nm
13 µm at 800nm
19 µm at 700nm
27 µm at 600nm
……………..
We therefore rerun the experiment with fixed 0.02 and 0.01 mm slits:

If we now compare energy of  J-200D with 1.5nm SBW with J-810 with 0.02mm
SBW (about 1.5nm SBW at 800nm) we get a much more realistic picture for NIR.
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SAMPLE COMPARTMENT

The standard jumbo size J-200D sample compartment has been replaced with a
compact new one with following features:

-screw-on design, easy to replace if necessary
-thermostattable rectangular cell holder
-a suitable programmable cooled circulator for melting experiments
-PT-100 temperature sensor built in the holder and connected to the circulator
-stirring facility
-90° port for actinic light irradiation via liquid light guide and commercial fiber optic
 illuminator
-manual switch to turn-off power on photomultiplier tube when actinic light is on



FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A few substantial further improvements are necessary and will be performed in the
nearby future:

J-200D (as well as J-500) is an old instrument, originally designed for strip-chart
recorder data presentation. At the time it was sold dedicated Data Processors and later
on PC interfaces were made available.
All these items are now clearly obsolete.
Fortunately the scan drive is via a stepping motor and suitable inlets/outlets to control
remotely the scan are available.
We plan therefore to acquire the analog CD via a modern PC data acquisition board.
A PC with custom made software will use same board to supply pulses to the
stepping motor drive in order to fully control the system.

Recent trends45 are indicating that CPL (Circularly Polarized Luminescence) may
give further complementary data to regular absorption technique.
Unit itself can be easily converted to CPL repositioning detectors in place of the light
source and arranging a new sample compartment/collecting optics.
Excitation source may be in this case a diode laser  ….

The original grating is stored for future use: with standard InGaAs diode detectors
range can be extended to 1600nm, further expansion to 2000nm would be possible
(main limitation here is the quartz PEM) using extended InGaAs diodes*.

*   use of diode detectors calls for the necessity to acquire both AC (the normal
     CD output) and DC data, since corrected CD is ratio AC/DC. The acquisition
     board will have therefore possibility to collect simultaneously both channels,
     as well as a third one for actual sample temperature.

                                                          
4 Gussakovsky E.E., Shahak Y., van Amerongen H., Barzda V., Photosynt. Res., 65, 2000, 83
5 Gussakovsky E.E., Shahak Y., Salakhutdinov B.A., Funct. Plant. Biol., 29, 2002, 955
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the CD measurements are carried on in transmission mode on solutions and
more rarely on solids. We reported in the past1 2  new possible applications using
diffuse reflectance methods with an integrating sphere.
This time we present a different approach, using reflectivity at near to normal
incidence angle.
A new, dedicated accessory has been assembled; which fits, without any
modification, the sample space of  Jasco J-810 (or J-715/J710) spectrometers and
includes:
1- a quartz focussing lens (25.5mm diam 75mm f.l.)
2- a small size photomultiplier tube (HTV R7400U-06 with EDT-E5780 socket)
3- a CD preamplifier (6648-H531A from Jasco J-715)
4- a sampling stage
5- necessary wirings
Since standard photomultiplier tube detector stays in its position unit may be used
also for micro transmission sampling of solids.

                                                          
1  E. Castiglioni, P. Albertini, Chirality, 2000, 12, 291
2 I. Billotti, P. Biscarini, E. Castiglioni, F. Ferranti, R. Kuroda, Chirality, 2002, 14, 750



CHECKING FUNCTIONALITY

Testing of the apparatus was very simple. We placed a flat mirror at the sample position and we got
spectra of  standard solutions in 1cm rectangular cells positioning the cell before and after the
mirror. Since the flat mirror invert polarization of the beam specular spectra are expected.

Aqueous solution of ammonium-d-camphorsulfonate:

Aqueous solution of 2(+)D-[Co(en)3]Cl3-NaCl-6H2O:



FIRST EXPERIMENTS

In the attempt to create a suitable sample for reflectivity measurements we dried a bit of the Co
solution tested before either on a Teflon plate or we smashed somehow the powder on the Teflon.
Results are as follows:

These clearly resemble the diffuse reflectance spectra of the same compound obtained previously
(as well as the solution spectra obtained in standard transmission mode).
Than we dried solution on a quartz plate, results were:

So we observed both wavelength shift and polarity inversion.
On the opposite drying out solution on a gold plate a very weak positive signal can be recognized:



AN INTERESTING CASE

We had been requested to run a transmission spectra of  BSA trapped on a Sol-Gel deposited on a
quartz plate. From the resulting spectra (run with the accessory in transmission mode) it seems that
the typical α-helix structure is lost.

Unfortunately sample was very weak (it has been prepared day before and was moved in another
location quite far away for testing), so it dried out quickly and detached from the quartz plate.
We managed to save an opalescent flake which we run two spectra (face side and back side)
rotating the sample 180° on the vertical axis in order to see the effect of macroscopic anisotropies3.

                                                          
3 Kuroda R., Harada T., Shindo Y., Rev.Sci. Instrum., 72, 2001, 3802



From the two individual spectra you can hardly extract any information, but if you take their
average the result is as follows:

Despite strong distortion α-helix shape can be recognized.

Than we tried to get reflectivity measurements of the opalescent flake (which was drying out
continuously) at different times and for slightly different orientations results were:



OTHER EXPERIMENTS

We tested some (unknown to us – confidential) chemicals evaporated on a gold surface, results are
as follows:

The lower more noisy run is from untreated surface, noise level is different since different number
of accumulations have been used.

Here are results of still unknown chemicals deposited on Si surface:



LAST CASE

A drop of acqeous solution of  Lysozyme was dried on a gold mirror and solvent was evaporated at
room temperature. See spectra and baseline:

CONCLUSION

We are fully aware that data here reported are ambiguous: in reflection mode we get signals from
many samples, but meaning behind is mostly unknown. Having no in house facility to prepare
properly coated samples for reflectivity measurements it’s difficult to go further. What we can say
however at this stage is that unit gives results, even if the information obtained may be difficult to
interpret. In some cases peaks may be attributed as total reflection CD bands4 which have little to do
with the chromophoric absorption and show-up far away from the absorption region .
Furthermore reference data are not available, but the reflection CD information may by sure give
information, even if not easy to extract and, as a well known CD expert was saying5, experimental
data have always a meaning, even if occasionally different from what’s expected..
The flexible sampling geometry may be fully used also far difficult conventional transmission
sampling.

                                                          
4 D. G. McDonnel, “Thermochromic Cholesteric Liquid Crystals.” In Thermotropic Liquid Crystals.
  G.W. Gray, ed. Chichester: Wiley, 1987.
5 H. G. Kuball, private communication
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INTRODUCTION

Aim
To produce a low cost Linear Dichroism spectrometer.

Background
Two different approaches have been taken for LD measurement in the UV-VIS range

1. The use of a conventional spectrophotometer with one linear polarizer fitted.
BUT require separate runs to obtain A⊥ and A (rotating either the polarizer
or the sample) and two blank baselines are necessary
So it is often boring and hardly applicable to flow orientation sampling
accessories  which need to be vertical

Figure: Capillary flow LD accesory for Jasco CD spectropolarimeter

2. Using a CD spectrometer with LD accessory fitted (i.e. with PEM modulator
operating at 90° shift and double frequency lock-in amplifier or adding a
quarter wave plate to achieve the same effect)
BUT this is expensive even if you already have a CD machine

Is there a third way?
Assuming the sample can’t be moved: we need two perpendicular linear
polarizations of light to pass through the same and to be independently
detected.

Can we use a conventional double beam spectrophotometer with two separate
detectors (one for each beam) as in the case of the Jasco V-530????

In such a unit sample and reference paths are continuously sampled by Si
photodiodes and electronics will separately measure the intensity of the two
beams, while the internal processor will calculate their ratio and convert it into
absorbance.



Our idea was simply to use only one of the two beams, inserting a Rochon
Quartz linear polarizer in the sample path. This optical element will generate
two beams perpendicularly polarized light beams separated by a minor
divergence angle. By positioning the sample just after the polarizer both beams
will pass through it. If we now uses two small photodiodes (Hamamatsu S1337-
16BQ, 1.1x5.9mm active area) close together it’s possible to detect relative light
intensity using the standard electronics of the original unit.

In this mode the unit will measure the two polarizations of a single beam rather
than the two intensities of a double beam, but instruments are notoriously
stupid! The instrument is stupid so does not understand any different between
sample and reference versus horizontal and vertical polarized light beams.

So

IF WE SEND POLARISED LIGHT THROUGH, THE INSTRUMENT
OUTPUT WILL BE LINEAR DICHROISM RATHER THAN ABSORBANCE
RELATIVE TO A REFERENCE.

The direct determination of A− A⊥ = LD would further allow full data processing
using standard software supplied with the original spectrophotometer.



IT WORKS!

The following baseline spectra is not very flat, but not too bad.

Noise level too seems acceptable, within 0.001 Abs in most of the range.

To test further the system we used a PVA film dyed with Congo red as reported in a
famous article1 dealing with LD artifacts in CD measurements. The actual sample
was obtained from Prof. Shindo.

We can easily see that (as expected) spectra change according to sample position, no
baseline correction was applied
                                                          
1 Shindo Y., Nishio M., Biopolymers, Vol 30, 1990, 25



BUT NOT WELL ENOUGH……

Using a Polacoat 105UV linear polarizer we do not get symmetrical spectra ….

The probelm is coming from basic matters:
The single beam energy profile of the unit (overlay for the two
diodes/polarizations) is not what we would like!



WHY???
Consider how the V-530 works:

 In order to compensate the drop in the efficiency toward the UV range of the Si
diodes, the unit has an automatic gain change at 500nm (4×) and at 400nm
(5×).

 In addition, to compensate the dark current of the detectors the V-530
performs, during its initialization, a check of the dark values which are later on
automatically subtracted from the measurement.

 The negative band at 731 nm comes from the grating Woods anomaly
 The step at 340 nm is related to lamp change (halogen→deuterium)

By fitting the Rochon prism (a second hand 30 years old unit from a scrapped J-20,
with only 6mm ∅ aperture) we lose a lot of light, in addition, the detectors have a
smaller sensitive area than the actual size of the beams.

If we add the intrinsic low efficiency of quartz polarizers in the UV region the overall
energy balance is not satisfactory and relative high gain must be used at preamplifier
level. This will limit not only signal to noise, but enhance the negative influence of
the photodiodes dark current which is not continuously compensated.

We investigated the dark current signals versus time and room temperature: while the
levels were tolerable and stable enough for conventional use of the V-530 as a
spectrophotometer, the relative drifts with the high preamplifier gains necessary for
the application were too high.

A further source of problem can be traced in the Rochon polarizer itself. It’s well
known that purity of deviated beam inferior to the undeviated beam.

So both these factors will explain the poor shape of the Polacoat polarizer spectra, but
same phenomena is present in a lesser extent also in the PVA film. The overall result
is a severe limit in the linearity range of the apparatus.



POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The simplicity of the approach is appealing, but the data are not good enough – YET!

We need to improve our set-up with:
• A better quality/larger aperture Rochon polarizer
• Two photomultiplier tubes with dynode feedback for automatic gain

compensation
• it should be further investigated if a chopper for continuous dark current

compensation is required, this will clearly improve sensitivity in the UV region

However, this practically means the development of a fully new unit, which would be
much more expensive than the simple modifications to an existing low-cost
spectrophotometer we had in mind.

If we add the fact that for flow oriented LD the recent trends call for miniaturization
of the orientation device,2 the dual diverging beam approach here may not be
practical, since only flow-through cells with flat windows can be used to avoid
lensing effects.

                                                          
2 Rodger A. et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 4, 2002, 4051
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